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large format technical document management with advanced security options highly configurable 1 or 2 roll large format printer and copier with optional integrated 600 dpi color/mono scanner. the plotwave 3000 / 3500 large format printer is available in a space saving single-footprint design. the top delivery tray incorporates air separation
technology and neatly collates and stacks up to 100 e-size plots. standardized security features, including aes 256 data encryption, secure boot, and access management user authentication enabled. the oc plotwave 300 system is designed around your needs and our long understanding of the wide format industry. today the most advanced

architectural, engineering, and construction companies use oc systems to build the world around us. with over 130 years experience as a printing and document management company, our printing systems are built on quality and real world insights that make the difference. they are developed to be as energy efficient as possible and make the
working environment cleaner and healthier for everyone. according to tavco service coordinator, adrian hutchens, consistently keeping the printer powered off can lead to the printers purge unit pushing extra ink through the print head every time the machine is turned back on. this can result in clogging which can quickly fill the maintenance cassette

and cause excessive wear and tear on the print head itself, shortening the life of the part. so, the best advice from our tech team is to let the machine plugged in and turned on 24/7 so the print head and ink are properly managed and maintained.
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printing and document management has never been easier, so you can take on tasks the big guys struggle with and do it with style. you get all of the capability of an office solution with advanced business productivity tools. the plotwave 3000/3500 large format printing solution is the answer to multi-copy archival at printing speeds not previously
seen in the market. ez-fold flat-bed scanner with an optional 600 dpi color/mono scanner that scans 6 1/2" x 4" and 8 1/2" x 6" paper, and can scan into pdf formats with optional configuration (available in most plotwave printers).the plotwave 1500 is the large format dual pass and single pass 6 x 4 flatbed scanner. it can scan up to 12 1/2" x 14" or 10

1/2" x 14" sheets into pdf or jpeg format. the plotwave 1500 is the choice for your large format scanning needs. highly configurable 1 or 2 roll large format printer and copier with optional integrated 600 dpi color/mono scanner. the plotwave 3000 / 3500 large format printer is available in a space saving single-footprint design. the top delivery tray
incorporates air separation technology and neatly collates and stacks up to 100 e-size plots. standardized security features, including aes 256 data encryption, secure boot, and access management user authentication enabled. large format technical document management with advanced security options highly configurable 1 or 2 roll large format

printer and copier with optional integrated 600 dpi color/mono scanner. the plotwave 3000 / 3500 large format printer is available in a space saving single-footprint design. the top delivery tray incorporates air separation technology and neatly collates and stacks up to 100 e-size plots. standardized security features, including aes 256 data encryption,
secure boot, and access management user authentication enabled. 5ec8ef588b
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